LAURRAINE GOREAU COLLECTION OF MAHALIA JACKSON PHOTOGRAPHY
LGPH0001
MAHALIA JACKSON ACCEPTING AWARD
Standing L-R: Principal, Mrs. Celestine C. Graves; Mahalia Jackson; ranking teacher, Mrs. Wilhelmina M. Green*
12/10/1963- James Weldon Johnson Elementary School
Photographer: Porter Photo News
*Information from the Louisiana Weekly, 12/21/1963

LGPH0002
LAURRAINE GOREAU AT TOMB OF MAHALIA JACKSON
Circa 1973 (postage stamp on envelope)

LGPH0003
LAURRAINE GOREAU AND MAHALIA JACKSON
Goreau, left; Jackson, right.
LGPH0004
LAURRAINE GOREAU, SINGING AT RITE FOR MAHALIA JACKSON
Beheind Goreau, in the audience, is Gwen Lightner (right) and Mildred Falls.
1972- New Orleans

LGPH0005
MAHALIA JACKSON ARRIVING AT AIRPORT
Jackson, center; Mildred Falls, left.
04/19/1961- Hamburg, Germany
Photographer: Kurt Berggren of Aftonbladet

LGPH0006
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE ACCEPTING HONORARY DEGREE
Jackson received an honorary degree as Doctor of Music
05/11/1971- Marymount College, Tarrytown, New York
Photographer: T. K. Deely
LGPH0007
MAHALIA JACKSON SIGNING AUTOGRAPHS FOR SEA OF FANS
Jackson, onstage, white dress.
08/15/1957- Music Barn, Lenox, MA
Photographer: Vernon Smith, CBS

LGPH0008
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH RED SAUNDERS AND ORCHESTRA
Jackson, left, with microphone; Saunders, standing at right. Orchestra visible in background.
October 1965- Chicago, IL (?)
Photographer: Rhoden’s Photo and Press Service

LGPH0009
MAHALIA JACKSON AND REV. DR. JON L. REGIER
Jackson, left; Regier, right, Chairman of Commission on Religion and Race for the National Council of Churches of Christ.
Photographer: N. Y. Courier
LGPH0010
MAHALIA JACKSON, HOLY DANCE ONSTAGE
08/15/1957- Music Barn, Lenox, MA
Photographer: Vernon Smith, CBS

LGPH0011
MAHALIA JACKSON HOLDING BOUQUET WITH CAB CALLOWAY
1952- England
Photographer: Photo-Records Photography

LGPH0012
WILLIAM R. BARCLAY, M.D.
Mahalia Jackson’s personal physician
Circa 1973 (postmark)
LGPH0013
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH THE WILKINS
Mrs. Roy Wilkins (Aminda); Mahalia Jackson; Roy Wilkins
03/28/1961- Bon Voyage by Undersecretary of State, Chester Bowles
and his wife Stella
Photographer: NABET, Washington D.C., Local No. 31

LGPH0014
MAHALIA JACKSON AT LECTERN (4 PHOTOS)
According to note, Mahalia was “national honor guest of Japan”
1970- Imperial Concert (?) Tokyo, Japan
Photographer: Motohisa Ando, for Asahi Shimbun Magazine

LGPH0015
EVA JESSYE PHOTO GREETING CARD
Poem by Susan Polis Schutz, and inscription “Ain’t it the truth!” from
Eva Jessye
03/08/1976
LGPH0016
ARMSTRONG SHAKING HANDS WITH HALE BOGGS
Armstrong, seated, Hale Boggs, standing, Lucille Armstrong (?), partially obscured.

LGPH0017
BROTHER JOHN SELLARS
05/1977- City Center Theatre, New York

LGPH0018
BROTHER JOHN SELLARS
Promotional Photo
LGPH0019
AL HIRT WITH HIS YOUNG DAUGHTER
Al Hirt, daughter Jennifer Hirt
Circa 1960s
Photographer: F.H. Methe

LGPH0020
AL HIRT POSED WITH FISHING POLE AND HIS DAUGHTERS
Mary Lee, Gretchen, and Al Hirt
Circa 1960s
Photographer: F.H. Methe

LGPH0021
FULL IMMERSION BAPTISM SCENE
Group in the water, large crowd watching from the shore
Accompanying note: “Typical South Louisiana Baptismal Scene of the Past; this one, in Gross Tete Bayou.”
07/30/1941- Bayou Grosse Tete, LA
LGPH0022
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH GOVERNOR LAUSCHE
Jackson; Frank Lausche, Governor of Ohio. Inscribed by Governor Lausche.
04/15/1956

LGPH0023
MAHALIA JACKSON, SMILING, HOLDING A COPY OF HER SONGBOOK
Possibly the Japanese version of her songbook, see attached note.

LGPH0024
MAHALIA JACKSON BOARDING THE SS UNITED STATES
“One Last Wave to Europe” written on reverse
1961
See also LGPH0036
LGPH0025
MAHALIA JACKSON HOLDING BOUQUET
04/19/1961- Hamburg, Germany
Photographer: Kurt Berggren

LGPH0026
MAHALIA JACKSON AND ENTOURAGE ON TEL AVIV STREET
In foreground: David Haber (Jackson’s agent,) Mahalia Jackson, Mildred Falls. Crowded street of onlookers in background.
05/1961- Tel Aviv, Israel
Photographer: David Rubinger

LGPH0027
MAHALIA JACKSON
Singing, closeup, while on tour in Japan.
1970?
See Also: LGPH0014, 28
LGPH0028
MAHALIA JACKSON
Singing, closeup, while on tour in Japan.
1970?
Photographer: NABET, Washington D.C., Local No. 31
See Also: LGPH0014, 27

LGPH0029
REVEREND AL BENSON ONSTAGE WITH MAHALIA JACKSON
Mahalia Jackson, Rev. Al Benson
Photographer: Lonnie Simmons

LGPH0030
MAHALIA JACKSON SINGING, AT LECTURN
Photographer: NABET, Washington D.C., Local No. 31
LGPH0031
MAHALIA JACKSON TACKING “FESTIVAL OF STARS”
POSTER TO TREE
06/1968- Chicago, IL
Photographer: NABET, Washington D.C., Local No. 31

LGPH0032
MAHALIA JACKSON WATCHING YOUNG WENDY WALLACE PLAY ORGAN
1962- Mahalia Jackson’s Home?
Photographer: NABET, Washington D.C., Local No. 31

LGPH0033
MAHALIA JACKSON
Closeup, seated.
Photographer: NABET, Washington D.C., Local No. 31
LGPH0034
LAURRAINE GOREAU AT DESK WITH COPY OF “JUST MAHALIA, BABY”
Photographer: Lorena Dureau

LGPH0035
MAHALIA JACKSON WEARING SUNGLASSES, STANDING IN SPOTLIGHT
Rehearsal or Recording Session. Unknown man in shadows.

LGPH0036
MAHALIA JACKSON BOARDING THE SS UNITED STATES
(contact prints and negatives)
1961
See Also: LGPH0024
LGPH0037
MAHALIA JACKSON SINGING DURING PROGRAM FOR LADIES OF SONG
Church of Divine Guidance, Los Angeles, CA
Photographer: Oliver H. Muldrew, Jr.
(Pastor Robbie Preston Williams, is the mother of Billy Preston)

LGPH0038
MAHALIA JACKSON, CLOSEUP
Speaking emphatically
1961- Amsterdam, Holland
Photographer: Combi Press Service

LGPH0039
MAHALIA JACKSON, AT MICROPHONE
Photographer: Lawrence-Phillip Studios, Chicago
LGPH0040
MAHALIA JACKSON, HANDS CLASPED
Stockholm, Sweden
Photographer: Ture Sjölander

LGPH0041
MAHALIA JACKSON EMBARKING ON SS UNITED STATES
David Haber, back to camera; Mahalia Jackson
03/30/1961

LGPH0042
MAHALIA JACKSON, DISEMBARKING THE SS UNITED STATES AFTER A EUROPEAN TOUR
Mahalia Jackson, surrounded by four press photographers
06/15/1961-New York
Photographer: Jet Magazine/United States Line
LGPH0043
MILDRED FALLS AND MAHALIA JACKSON SEATED IN CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT
Airport in Hamburg, Germany

LGPH0044
MAHALIA JACKSON, CANDID, DURING A PHOTO SHOOT
Jackson; unknown photographer at right
04/1961- Stockholm, Sweden
Photographer: Ture Sjölander

LGPH0045
MILDRED FALLS AND MAHALIA JACKSON
Falls, left; Jackson, at right, with bouquet.
04/19/1961- Airport in Hamburg, Germany
Photographer: Kurt Berggren of Aftonbladet
LGPH0046
MAHALIA JACKSON, ONSTAGE WITH TWO CHILDREN
05/07/1964- Rotterdam, Holland
Photographer: C.M. Tholens

LGPH0047
CAPACITY AUDIENCE IN CONCERT HALL (2 Copies)
04/1961- Stockholm, Sweden
Photographer: Ture Sjölander

LGPH0048
MAHALIA JACKSON, HOLDING CHILD WITH TOY
04/1961- Hamburg, Germany
Photographer: Eugen Weigelt
LGPH0049
MAHALIA JACKSON, SIGNING "GOLDEN BOOK" REGISTER FOR DISTINGUISHED GUESTS
Jackson; Lord Mayor Siguard J. Munk
04/1961- Copenhagen, Denmark
Photographer: Asger Sessingo

LGPH0050
MAHALIA JACKSON, DRESS SHOPPING
06/12/1969- Boutique in Germany
Photographer: Gerd Claussen

LGPH0051
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH CHILDREN AND SALVATION ARMY REPRESENTATIVE
United Kingdom
Photographer: R.G.F. Lee
LGPH0052
MAHALIA JACKSON, GROUP PHOTO
Jackson, center, holding illegible program; four unknown individuals. Possibly during a European Tour?

LGPH0053
MAHALIA JACKSON, GROUP PHOTO WITH POPE JOHN XXIII
Jackson, veiled woman at far right; Pope John XXIII; Papal Representative; group of men and women.
04/1961- Vatican City, Rome, Italy
Photographer: Felici, for Pontifica Fotographia

LGPH0054
MAHALIA JACKSON, ARRIVING IN CONVERTIBLE
Jackson, seated in backseat with flowers; driver; car flanked by Monaco police/guards.
Kingdom of Monaco
Photographer: Fran Byrne
LGPH0055
PERRY COMO
Publicity Photo
Photographer: James J. Kriegsmann of New York

LGPH0056
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH ARMS AROUND TULLMAN AND FALLS
L-R: Vera Sloan Tullman; Jackson; Mildred Falls. All dressed in formal attire.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Photographer: H. Lawson

LGPH0057
MAHALIA JACKSON, IN GROCERY STORE LINE
Jackson, placing purchases on counter; female cashier; other unknown shoppers.
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony-Jet
LGPH0058
MAHALIA JACKSON, POSING WITH KIDNEY DISEASE AWARENESS POSTER
Jackson, left; Melvin Gutstadt, volunteer president of the Kidney Disease Foundation of Illinois.

LGPH0059
MAHALIA JACKSON, SEATED, READING TO SCHOOL CHILDREN
Jackson, center; seven unknown children.
Los Angeles, California
Photographer: McLain's Photo Service

LGPH0060
MAHALIA JACKSON, LAUGHING, ON SWING SET
Jackson, center; surrounded by several children.
07/25/1963- Montclair City Park, California
Photographer: Sid Fridkin for Jet Magazine
LGPH0061
MAHALIA JACKSON, DRINKING FROM OUTDOOR WATER FOUNTAIN
04/1968
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony Magazine

LGPH0062
MAHALIA JACKSON EXAMINING BULLET HOLE IN PICTURE WINDOW (contact sheet)
Jackson; perhaps an Ebony Correspondent (?)
04/1956- Jackson's Home in Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: William Lanier for Ebony Magazine

LGPH0063
MAHALIA JACKSON RECEIVES DOLL FROM A YOUNG GIRL
Jackson, with nine year old Rachel Lois Washington on behalf of "all the little girls in the world"
Morrison Hotel, Chicago, Illinois
See: Just Mahalia, Baby -page 244
Photographer: Alfred Duckett Associates (?)
LGPH0064
MAHALIA JACKSON SHAKING HANDS WITH MAYOR AND ARCHBISHOP OF CHICAGO
Archbishop John Cody; Mayor Richard J. Daley (shaking hands with Jackson); unknown clergyman. (Possibly during August 24, 1965 installation of Cody as Archbishop)
08/1965- Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Mart Studios, Inc.

LGPH0065
MAHALIA AND OTHER ENTERTAINERS FOR CBS STATION MANAGERS
L-R: Marilyn Marlowe, Frank Parker, Mahalia Jackson
09/01/1954- Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, Illinois

LGPH0066
MAHALIA JACKSON PLAYING "FOUR HORNS AT ONCE" WITH VIC HYDE
Jackson, right; Vic Hyde
*09/01/1955- Chicagoland Musical Festival
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony-Jet
*SEE: Jet Magazine, 09/01/1955, page 33
LGPH0067
MAHALIA JACKSON AT DINNER PARTY
L-R: Al Duckett, Mahalia Jackson, Duke Ellington, Marshall Stearns, Theodore Frye
10/13/1954- Mahalia Jackson's Chicago Home*
Photographer: Davis for Life Magazine

LGPH0068
MAHALIA JACKSON, LOST IN THOUGHT
"After two stormy marriages" written on reverse. Image was taken for April 1968 issue of Ebony Magazine, Jackson contributed article entitled "Marital Bliss vs Single Blessedness," after her second marriage ended.
04/1968
Photographer: Howard Simmons for Ebony Magazine

LGPH0069
DUKE ELLINGTON
Close-up, pensive expression
Circa 1960s
LGPH0070
DUKE ELLINGTON
At piano; band visible in background, but out of focus
Circa 1960s

LGPH0071
DUKE ELLINGTON
At piano, resting chin on clasped hands.
Circa 1960s

LGPH0072
LAURRaine GOREAU AUTOGRAPHING RECEPTION
L-R: Gwen Lightner and Goreau, speaking at podium
1975- La Petite Theatre, New Orleans, Louisiana
LGPH0073
MAHALIA JACKSON AND LAURRAINE GOREAU ARRIVING IN JAPAN
Jackson, seated in front; Goreau, seated in back
1971- Japan

LGPH0074
MAHALIA JACKSON PERFORMING WITH DINAH SHORE
Jackson, left; Shore, right
Circa 1958

LGPH0075
MAHALIA JACKSON AT PRESS CONFERENCE IN INDIA
(photo and negative)
L-R from lamp: Gwen Lightner, Lady Jerhai Mody, Mahalia Jackson, Laurraine Goreau. Several journalists surround the group.
1971- Mumbai,(Bombay) India
Photographer: Homi Jal
LGPH0076
MAHALIA JACKSON VISTING VATICAN CITY FOR AUDIENCE WITH POPE JOHN XXIII
L-R: Mildred Falls, Al Duckett, Mahalia Jackson
10/1961- Vatican City (Rome) Italy
Photographer: David Haber for Ebony

LGPH0077
MAHALIA JACKSON'S BIRTHPLACE
Vacant lot on corner triangle
10/1972- Water Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: possibly Laurraine Goreau

LGPH0078
MAHALIA JACKSON ARRIVING IN TOKYO
Beaming, holding bouquet
1971- Tokyo, Japan
LGPH0079
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH BILLY GRAHAM
Possibly on an Oahu Sheraton Hotel property (see sign at bottom right)
02/1963- Oahu(?), Hawaii
Photographer: NABET, Washington D.C., Local No. 31

LGPH0080
MAHALIA JACKSON ADMIRING HER ELABORATE BIRTHDAY CAKE WITH MAYOR RICHARD J. DALEY
Cake was gift of Dr. James L. Lofton, a pastor from Detroit
10/26 or 11/17/1955- Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Alfred Duckett Associates

LGPH0081
ROSA "COUSIN BABY" CLARK (WILLIAMS)
Seated in a formal, posed image.
Circa 1930s
LGPH0082
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH SOON TO BE SECOND HUSBAND AND ENTOURAGE
L-R: Sherman Abrams, Leonard Chess, unknown, Mahalia Jackson, Minters Galloway
Circa 1964

LGPH0083
HARRY BELAFONTE
Onstage, mid-performance. Image is inscribed to Mahalia Jackson on front of photo.

LGPH0084
MAHALIA JACKSON, POSING WITH FLORAL ARRANGEMENT
Photographer: NABET, Washington D.C., Local No. 31
LGPH0085
MAHALIA JACKSON SINGING THE LORD'S PRAYER WITH JIMMY RUSHING
01/1961- Office of Mitch Miller, New York City

LGPH0086
ARETHA FRANKLIN
Smiling, close-up.
1967

LGPH0087
MAHALIA JACKSON AT PRESS CONFERENCE
Speaking at podium with multiple microphones
04/1971- Japan
LGPH0088
MAHALIA JACKSON IN HOSPITAL BED, HOLDING GET WELL LETTER FROM LYNDON JOHNSON
10/15/1964- Little Company of Mary Hospital, Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Jet

LGPH0089
EVA JESSYE
Formal portrait

LGPH0090
EVA JESSYE
Four Poses with Poetic Inscription
Photographer: Bob Kalmbach
LGPH0091
LAURRAINE GOREAU
Smiling, head shot
1974

LGPH0092
MAHALIA JACKSON AND ENTOURAGE READYING TO DEPART LIBERIA
L-R: Unknown, unknown, Mrs. Westerfield, Ambassador Westerfield, Mahalia Jackson, Stephen Tolbert (brother of President William Tolbert), Mildred Falls.
Circa 1970- Roberts International Airport, Liberia, Africa

LGPH0093
MAHALIA JACKSON PRESS CONFERENCE IN MADRAS
Laurraine Goreau and Mahalia Jackson seated on couch, group of Indian reporters.
Madras, India
LGPH0094
STUDS TERKEL
Holding cigar, hand obscuring face.
1972- Chicago, Illinois

LGPH0095
GROUP WITH POSED WITH MAYORAL AWARDS
Bob Tucker, Gwen Lightner, Brother John Sellars
04/18/1975- Mayor's Office, New Orleans
Photographer: Jules Cahn ( from LGPH0213)

LGPH0096
MAHALIA JACKSON IN HOSPITAL GOWN ON DAY OF MUNICH DEPARTURE
(color slide)
October 1971- United States Army Hospital, Munich, Germany
LGPH0097
MAHALIA JACKSON'S COFFIN LYING IN STATE
Coffin is surrounded by various military personnel and a stage of guests
02/1972- Rivergate Convention Center, New Orleans, Louisiana
Photographer: James Wallace Guillot for New Orleans States Item
SEE: Just Mahalia, Baby, Page 510

LGPH0098
MAHALIA JACKSON, EXITING MILITARY AIR-EVAC PLANE ON STRETCHER RETURNING FROM GERMANY
Jackson, on stretcher; various military personnel escorting her stretcher and waiting on the tarmac
10/1971- Chicago, Illinois?
Photographer: Bob Black for Chicago Sun Times
SEE: Just Mahalia, Baby, page 509

LGPH0100
MAHALIA JACKSON SPEAKING AT MARTIN LUTHER KING RALLY
Standing at podium, appearing after a long illness "note hands"
Summer 1966
LGPH0101
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH PROPRIETOR AND FANS AT BERKSHIRE MUSIC INN
L-R: Jackson, Stephanie Barber (proprietor), child, and several guests shaking hands with Jackson.
1957- Berkshire Music Inn (Barn), Lennox, Massachusetts
Photographer: Vernon Smith
SEE: Just Mahalia, Baby, page 244

LGPH0102
MAHALIA JACKSON "QUEEN OF THE GOSPEL SINGERS"
Early Columbia promo photo (4 copies)

LGPH0103
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE WITH RED SAUNDERS
Jackson, singing; Red Saunders, standing; various orchestra members in background
10/1965- Rhodens Photo and Press Service
LGPH0104
STEVE ALLEN, POSED AT PIANO
Circa 1973

LGPH0105
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE WITH RED SKELETON
(3 copies)
1963
SEE: Just Mahalia, Baby, page 243

LGPH0106
CARL SANDBURG IN DISCUSSION WITH MAHALIA JACKSON
(4 COPIES)
LGPH0107
MAHALIA JACKSON AT LOS ANGELES FORUM
Jackson, onstage in spotlight. Everything else is in darkness except for a painting of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., also in spotlight
04/14/1968, Easter Sunday- Los Angeles, California
Photographer: Oliver H. Muldrew

LGPH0108
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. AT THE ILLINOIS RALLY FOR CIVIL RIGHTS (2 copies)
King, seated with documents in hand; Jackson leaning over whispering in his ear
06/21/1964- Soldier Field, Chicago, Illinois
SEE: Just Mahalia, Baby, page 372

LGPH0109
MAHALIA JACKSON AT PARTY FOR DIMITRI TIOMKIN
Mahalia Jackson, seated, Eartha Kitt, standing in center, group of others
03/08/1961- Beverly Hilton Hotel; Beverly Hills, California
LGPH0110
MAHALIA JACKSON AT PARTY FOR DIMITRI TIOMKIN
Dimitri Tiomkin, Jimmy McHugh, Louella Parsons, Mahalia Jackson.
03/08/1961- Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, California
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 240

LGPH0111
PRESIDENT KENNEDY AND FAMILY OUTSIDE OF A CHURCH? (Note attire and Mrs. Kennedy's veiled hair)
Jacqueline Kennedy, John F. Kennedy, Jr., President John F. Kennedy, Caroline Kennedy
Circa 1963

LGPH0112
PRESIDENT AND MRS. EISENHOWER WITH OTHERS AT GOP FUNDRAISER
L-R: Mamie Eisenhower, Vivian Della Chiessa, President Dwight Eisenhower, Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., Emily Sears Lodge.
04/1960- Uline Arena, Washington D.C.
LGPH0113
PRESIDENT AND MRS. KENNEDY IN FORMAL ATTIRE
(Possibly a Collage?)
President John F. Kennedy, Jacqueline Kennedy

LGPH0114
MAHALIA JACKSON LAUGHING
Close-up, "(theatrical)" written on reverse, most likely refers to the Youthbridge Theatrical Arts Workshop that she, and other celebrities, participated in.
08/1971- Weston, Connecticut

LGPH0115
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH YOUTHBRIDGE PROGRAM SPONSOR
L-R: June Havoc (Youthbridge Theatrical Arts Workshop sponsor,)
Mahalia Jackson, Laurraine Goreau
08/1971- Havoc's Home in Weston, Connecticut
MAHALIA JACKSON, RESTING AFTER YOUTHBRIDGE PROGRAM
08/1971- June Havoc's Home, Weston, Connecticut

MAHALIA JACKSON WITH DUKE ELLINGTON AND OTHERS CELEBRATING HER SIXTH PERFORMANCE AT CARNEGIE HALL (Seven Copies)
L-R: Elizabeth Lands, Duke Ellington, Joe Bostic, Mahalia Jackson
1956-Joe Bostic's Offices, New York City
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 242

REVEREND RUSSELL ROBERTS
Close-up, serious expression
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 374
LGPH0119
PRESIDENT KENNEDY GROUP PHOTO
L-R: President John F. Kennedy, Hale Boggs, Lyndon B. Johnson
Circa 1960
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 371

LGPH0120
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS DURING FIRST COLUMBIA SESSION
L-R: Bill Russell, Mitch Miller, George Avakian, Mahalia Jackson
1954- Columbia Studios, NYC?
Photographer: Guy Gillette, Courtesy of CBS Records
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 243

LGPH0121
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH PRESIDENT JOHNSON AND OTHERS
L-R: Mildred Falls, Minters Galloway, Lady Bird Johnson, Mahalia Jackson, President Lyndon Johnson, Edward Robinson
1965- White House, Oval Office, Washington D.C.
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 373
LGPH0122
DINAH SHORE EXAMINING MUSIC ARRANGEMENT PRIOR TO RECORDING SESSION
Dinah Shore, unknown bassist and guitar player in background
*1946- Columbia Records Studio, New York City?
Photographer: Columbia Records
*Note that while the date written on the reverse of the image is 1952, this is the date that it was featured in Jet magazine not the day that the image was taken.

LGPH0123
MAHALIA JACKSON PERFORMING WITH DINAH SHORE
L-R: Jackson, Shore
Circa 1960- Set of the Dinah Shore Show

LGPH0124
MAHALIA JACKSON EMBRACING MIRIAM MAKEBA
"MAMA AFRICA"
Makeba, left; Jackson, right
09/1972
LGPH0125
DINAH SHORE
Smiling, promo photo
Photographer: Charles A. Pomeranz, Public Relations

LGPH0126
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH REVEREND AND MRS. HUMBARD ON NEW YEARS EVE
Rev. Rex Humbard, Mahalia Jackson, Maude Aimee Humbard
12/31/1961(?)- Cathedral of Tomorrow Church, Cuyahoga, Ohio

LGPH0127
MAHALIA JACKSON REHEARSING WITH BING CROSBY FOR A TV SPECIAL
Mahalia Jackson, Buddy Cole (piano), Bing Crosby
1958- Crosby Show Studio
Photographer: ABC Television Network Image
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 242
LGPH0128
REVEREND REUBEN HACK IN FRONT OF MT. MORIAH
BAPTIST CHURCH (2 iterations)
(Mt. Moriah Baptist was Mahalia Jackson's childhood church)
Circa early 1930s- Millaudon Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

LGPH0129
MAHALIA JACKSON PRESENTING BIRTHDAY GIFT TO
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Mahalia Jackson
1959- Washington D.C.
Photographer: Ollie Atkins, Washington Photographer for the Saturday
Evening Post
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 377

LGPH0130
MAHALIA JACKSON AT EVENT FOR JAMES FARMER
(2 copies)
Front Row, L-R: Nelson Rockefeller, Eddie Robinson, Mahalia Jackson,
Louise Weaver, Brock Peters
1959- Brooklyn, New York
Photographer: Bert Smith
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 506
LGPH0131
STUDS TERKEL DURING RADIO BROADCAST
Unknown male with back to camera, Studs Terkel
Circa mid-1960s- WFMT Station, Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Lois Baum (?)

LGPH0132
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE AWARDED GRAND BUBU
L-R: unknown, Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson, unknown, Mrs. Romeo Horton (presenting gift, on behalf of herself and First Lady of Liberia), unknown.
11/1970- Liberia, Africa
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 378

LGPH0133
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH CHICAGO DJ HOWARD MILLER
Circa 1960- WIND Station?, Chicago, Illinois
LGPH0134
MAHALIA JACKSON AND USHA IYER EXAMING EACH OTHER'S RECORDS AT USIS DINNER PARTY
L-R: Jackson, Iyer
1971 - India
Photographer: Homi Jal for USIS

LGPH0135
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE AT MICROPHONE
Photo taken from below stage

LGPH0136
MAHALIA JACKSON SINGING, IN PEARLS
Close-up, promo photo
LGPH0137
MAHALIA JACKSON COLUMBIA PROMO PHOTO (4 copies)
Smiling, close-up
Circa late 1960s

LGPH0138
DELLA REESE PERFORMING
Avco-Embassy Promo Photo
Circa 1970

LGPH0139
DELLA REESE POSED, PARTIALLY NUDE
Circa 1960s
LGPH0140
ARTIST REINHOLD W. TIMM WITH HIS SIGNED SKETCH OF MAHALIA JACKSON
(Accompanying article in German states that Timm drew the portrait during Jackson's press conference in Berlin, and she inscribed it for him afterwards.)
12/1971- Berlin Hilton Hotel, Germany

LGPH0141
LAURRAINE GOREAU AND MAHALIA JACKSON SHOPPING IN TEL AVIV
Goreau, left, writing; David Haber, face obscured; Jackson, at right
05/1961- Tel Aviv, Israel
Photographer: David Rubinger

LGPH0142
MAHALIA JACKSON HAVING MEASUREMENTS TAKEN BY A TAILOR
Seamstress and assistants at left; Mahalia Jackson
06/12/1969- Germany
Photographer: Gerd Claussen for Bild-Zeitung
LGPH0143
MAHALIA JACKSON STANDING AT ALTAR OF CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE
05/1961- Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem, Israel
Photographer: Ali Za'Arour

LGPH0144
MAHALIA JACKSON ON BALCONY OVERLOOKING BEIRUT'S COASTLINE
05/1961?-American embassy, Beirut, Lebanon

LGPH0145
MAHALIA JACKSON AND BOXER/ACTOR AL HOOSMAN EXAMINING HIS PROMO MATERIALS
04/1961?- Munich, (München) Germany
Photographer: Felicitas Timpe
LGPH0146
MAN HOLDING RECORD AND GLOBE, WITH SKYLINES OF BERLIN AND NEW YORK SPLIT BEHIND HIM
Inscribed to Mahalia Jackson
Berlin, Germany

LGPH0147
MAHALIA JACKSON BOARDING PLANE IN COPENHAGEN EN ROUTE TO SWEDEN
L-R: Pilot, Mahalia Jackson, Mildred Falls, unknown man
1964-Copenhagen, Denmark

LGPH0148
MAHALIA JACKSON POSED BY GIANT MEMORIAL FLORAL LIKENESS OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY
1964- Amsterdam, Holland
LGPH0149
MAHALIA JACKSON AND MILDRED FALLS TAKING PHOTOS FROM DECK OF S.S. MASTONIA EN ROUTE TO HAWAII
L-R: unknown children, woman wearing inordinate amount of leis, Mahalia Jackson, Mildred Falls
1963- Pacific Ocean

LGPH0150
MAHALIA JACKSON AND ENTOURAGE IN CABIN ON S.S. MASTONIA EN ROUTE TO HAWAII
L-R: unknown, Elizabeth Thornton, Mahalia Jackson, Mildred Falls, unknown, unknown
1963- Pacific Ocean

LGPH0151
MAHALIA JACKSON, DINING ABOARD THE S.S. MASTONIA EN ROUTE TO HAWAII
Server or other ship employee, Mahalia Jackson. Photo is in original souvenir holder.
1963-Pacific Ocean
LGPH0152
PHOTO FROM BALCONY OF CAPACITY CROWD AT VENUE IN SWEDEN, MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE
04/1961- Stockholm, Sweden

LGPH0153
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH HARPO MARX
(CONTACT SHEET)
9/20/1963

LGPH0154
MAHALIA JACKSON SEATED WITH MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. AT THE ILLINOIS RALLY FOR CIVIL RIGHTS
06/21/1964-Solider Field, Chicago, Illinois
LGPH0155
MAHALIA JACKSON SINGING ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS DORSEY ON PIANO
Circa 1960

LGPH0156
MAHALIA JACKSON GROUP PHOTO WITH IDA BEAL, BOTH WEARING HATS DESIGNED BY BEAL
L-R: Reverend Lutrelle Long (Union Bethel Baptist Church New Orleans,) Mahalia Jackson, Ida Beal.

LGPH0157
MAHALIA JACKSON ABOARD THE S.S. UNITED STATES
L-R: Mahalia Jackson, Meyer Davis (S.S. United States Orchestra Leader,) Mildred Falls
1961- S.S. United States
LGPH0158
BENJAMIN L. HOOKS, COMMISSIONER FOR THE FCC
1971
Photographer: Hooks Brothers, Memphis

LGPH0159
MAHALIA JACKSON WINDOW SHOPPING IN ISRAEL
L-R: Possibly Laurraine Goreau, Mahalia Jackson, David Haber
05/1961? - Tel Aviv? Israel

LGPH0160
MAHALIA JACKSON EXAMINING DOCUMENTS WITH
STUDS TERKEL
(possibly for her interview?)
Circa 1955
LGPH0161
MAHALIA JACKSON GARDENING
Mahalia Jackson with her stepdaughter Sigma
11/1964
Photographer: Moneta Sleet, Jr. for Ebony

LGPH0162
RIVER BAPTISM OF A YOUNG WOMAN
Woman being baptized and six others in water, dozens look on from the opposite bank of the river
Circa 1940s (dated from automobiles parked across the river)

LGPH0163
WILMON "NONCHALANT MAN" JACKSON
Promo photo, smiling with cigarette
(Wilmon was the brother of Mahalia Jackson)
LGPH0164
REVEREND PAUL CLARK
Circa 1920s
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 241

LGPH0165
MAHALIA JACKSON GIFTED THOUSAND VOICE CHOIR LP
Mahalia Jackson, seated; Theordore Frye, next to Jackson, in light suit; Elizabeth Thornton, top right corner; surround by unknown group of individuals
06 or 07/1959- San Francisco, California

LGPH0166
MAHALIA JACKSON AND SALLIE MARTIN ONSTAGE AT THE REVEREND CLARENCE COBB TESTIMONIAL
L-R: Martin, Jackson
01/1959- International Amphitheater, Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony/Jet
LGPH0167
MAHALIA JACKSON SEATED ON GARDEN PATIO WITH OTHERS
Seated, L-R: Uncle Porter, Mahalia Jackson, Aunt Alice Lawson, Aunt Hannah Robinson
Circa 1965

LGPH0168
MAHALIA JACKSON, SMILING, AT PODIUM
1971-Japan

LGPH0169
YOUNG MAHALIA JACKSON SINGING IN BORROWED ROBE
Circa 1940s
LGPH0170
PORTRAIT OF MAHALIA JACKSON'S MOTHER, CHARITY CLARK
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 239

LGPH0171
MAHALIA JACKSON'S AUNT ISABELL CLARK
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 239

LGPH0172
S.I. "DON" HAYAKAWA
inscribed to lauraine goreau
01/1973
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 374
LGPH0173
RUSSELL GOODE, ACCOMPANYING MAHALIA JACKSON ON ORGAN
Circa 1970
Photographer: Howard Simmons for Johnson Publishing Company

LGPH0174
MAHALIA JACKSON, SINGING AT PODIUM
1971- India
Photographer: I.D. Beri for USIS

LGPH0175
MAHALIA JACKSON AT PODIUM (5 DIFFERENT VIEWS)
1971? - Japan?
LGPH0176
JOHNNY JACKSON, JR., BROTHER OF MAHALIA JACKSON
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 241

LGPH0177
MAHALIA JACKSON IN BED, TALKING ON THE PHONE
Mahalia Jackson and Cylestine "Polly" Fletcher, standing at her side with paperwork
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony/Jet
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 374

LGPH0178
MAHALIA JACKSON IN THE STUDIO ON INDIAN TOUR
L-R: Charles Clency (organ), Usha Iyer (India's top pop singer), Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
05/06-09/1971- Mumbai (Bombay) India
Photographer: Homi Jal for USIS
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 375
LGPH0179
RHODA CLARK, AS A YOUNG WOMAN
(Aunt of Mahalia Jackson)
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 239

LGPH0180
MAHALIA JACKSON'S AUNT AND COUSIN AS YOUNG WOMEN
L-R: Jackson's cousin, and her aunt, Hannah Robinson
Circa 1910-1911- Legonier, Louisiana

LGPH0181
STAR STUDDED INAUGURAL GALA FOR PRESIDENT ELECT JOHN F. KENNEDY
L-R: Milton Berle (seated), Leonard Bernstein, Ella Fitzgerald, others in background unknown
01/19/1961- National Armory, Washington D.C.
Photographer: Don Hunstein for CBS
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 371
LGPH0182
REHEARSING FOR PRESIDENT ELECT JOHN F. KENNEDY'S INAUGURAL GALA
Women, L-R: Mildred Falls, Mahalia Jackson, Bette Davis
01/19/?/1961- National Armory?, Washington D.C.
Photographer: Don Hunstein for CBS
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 371

LGPH0183
MAHALIA JACKSON POSING WITH GOLD RECORD
(CONTACT SHEET)
Various frames include Mahalia Jackson, Irving Townsend, and possibly Audrey Meadows?
09/20/1963
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 374

LGPH0184
MAHALIA JACKSON GROUP PHOTO
Judge Edith Sampson, Mahalia Jackson, Bob Miller
06/04/1962
LGPH0185
STUDS TERKEL, CROPPED CLOSE-UP
(this image was cropped from LGPH0160)
Circa 1955

LGPH0186
CELESTE SCOTT, SMILING, CLOSE-UP

LGPH0187
IRVING TOWNSEND, POSED BY BOOKCASE
1972- Office at Columbia Records
LGPH0188
ISAAC HOCKENHULL (MAHALIA JACKSON'S FIRST HUSBAND) WEARING BINOCULARS AROUND NECK
(avid gambler, binoculars were likely for racetrack observation)
Photographer: Lacey Crawford

LGPH0189
MAHALIA JACKSON GROUP PHOTO
L-R: Mahalia Jackson, J. Robert Bradley, Louise Weaver, Elizabeth Thornton
Photographer: Handy & Graham

LGPH0190
MAHALIA JACKSON, CLOSE-UPS
(9 cut outs of facial expressions)
Circa 1960s
LGPH0191
PEARL BAILEY, HEAD SHOT WITH FELT BRIMMED HAT
Inscribed "Love, Pearl"
Circa late 1960s

LGPH0192
MAHALIA JACKSON SHAKING HANDS WITH THE MAYOR OF CLEVELAND
Mahalia Jackson, Anthony J. Celebrezze
11/01/1954- Cleveland, Ohio?
Photographer: Bernie Noble for Cleveland Press

LGPH0193
MEMBERS OF SOUTHSIDE BOYS CLUB ON PARADE FLOAT
Banner reads: "Madam Mahalia Jackson Salutes Mr. & Miss Christian Youth"
LGPH0194
MAHALIA JACKSON SURROUNDED BY CHILDREN AT A CHURCH OR SCHOOL
Jackson, seated in center, flanked by nineteen children and two teachers. Los Angeles, California?
Photographer: McLain

LGPH0195
CITY COUNCILMAN PRESENTS RESOLUTION FROM CITY OF LOS ANGELES TO MAHALIA JACKSON
Jackson, at left; at right, Councilman Gordon Hahn. During, or while in town for, the Victory Baptist Church Annual Midsummer Festival July 1957- Los Angeles, California
Photographer: Mclain's Photo Service Los Angeles

LGPH0196
MAHALIA JACKSON, SINGING AT MICROPHONE WITH LARGE CROSS PROJECTED BEHIND HER
(2 variations)
LGPH0197
MAHALIA JACKSON GROUP PHOTO
L-R: Minters Sigmond Galloway, unknown, Mahalia Jackson
Circa 1965

LGPH0198
MAYOR OF CHICAGO AND DENMARK'S ROYAL COUPLE IN FORMAL ATTIRE
L-R: Queen Consort Ingrid of Sweden, King Frederik IX, Eleanor Daley, Mayor Richard J. Daley
10/09/1960- Chicago, Illinois

LGPH0199
HARRY BELAFONTE
Headshot, intense expression.
Image inscribed to Mahalia Jackson
LGPH0200
MAHALIA JACKSON, SINGING INTO MICROPHONE
Extreme close-up
Circa 1970

LGPH0201
MAHALIA JACKSON, SINGING
Circa 1970

LGPH0202
MAHALIA JACKSON, SINGING WITH ARMS OUTSTRETCHED
LGPH0203
MAHALIA JACKSON GREETING KING AND QUEEN OF DENMARK
Mahalia Jackson, Queen Consort Ingrid of Sweden, King Frederik IX, Mayor Richard J. Daley
10/09/1960- Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Arquilla and Sons

LGPH0204
MAHALIA JACKSON IN A STAGE REHEARSAL
Mahalia, center, gesturing with hands; two young men behind her
Photographer: Ebony?

LGPH0205
MAHALIA JACKSON, CLOSE-UP
Profile, somber expression
Circa 1970- Japan?
LGPH0206
MAHALIA JACKSON, CLOSE-UP
mid-song or speaking
Circa 1970- Japan?

LGPH0207
MAHALIA JACKSON SINGING, ARMS UPLIFTED
(2 copies and 1 variation)
1971- Japan

LGPH0208
MAHALIA JACKSON SINGING IN STUDIO
L-R: Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
1971- Japan
LGPH0209
MAHALIA JACKSON IN STUDIO
L-R: Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
1971- Japan

LGPH0210
MAHALIA JACKSON, HOLDING SHEET MUSIC AND SINGING INTO STUDIO MICROPHONE WITH EYES CLOSED
Circa 1960s

LGPH0211
MAHALIA JACKSON IN STUDIO
(2 variations)
L-R: Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
1971- Japan
LGPH0212
MAHALIA JACKSON, CLOSE-UP
1971?-Japan?

LGPH0213
GROUP HOLDING COPIES OF JUST MAHALIA BABY AND MAYORAL PROCLAMATIONS
L-R: Armand Hug, Vernon Winslow (Dr. Daddy-O), Bob Tucker, Gwen Lightner, Brother John Sellers, Lois Ferguson
04/18/1975- Mayor's Office, New Orleans
Photographer: Jules Cahn

LGPH0214
MAHALIA JACKSON BEING GREETED BY SMALL GROUP
Jackson, pink jacket, face obscured; all others unknown
LGPH0215
MAHALIA JACKSON AND THE EUREKA BRASS BAND, IMPROMPTU PERFORMANCE DURING JAZZFEST
Jackson, at microphone; Eureka Brass Band: Nowell "Papa" Glass, Paul Barnes, s, Percy Humphrey, tp.
04/23/1970- Congo Square

LGPH0216
PHOTO OF COVER OF JUST MAHALIA, BABY
Circa 1974

LGPH0217
MAHALIA JACKSON EXAMINING AFRICAN FIGURINE WITH RALPH BUNCHE
12/1959- United Nations Office
LGPH0218
MAHALIA JACKSON ON TV SCREEN
06/29/1971 - Washington, D.C.
Photographer: Courtesy of U.S. State Department

LGPH0219
MAHALIA JACKSON AND VICE PRESIDENT HUMPHREY LAUGHING AND SHAKING HANDS
Mahalia Jackson, Vice President Hubert Humphrey
Circa 1965 - Most likely at the White House, Washington D.C.

LGPH0220
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH SUPREME COURT JUSTICE DOUGLAS AND HIS WIFE
Joan Martin (Douglas), William Orville Douglas, Mahalia Jackson
Circa 1965 - Most likely at the White House, Washington D.C.
LGPH0221
PHOTO POSTCARD OF RICHARD M. NIXON AND OTHERS
Nixon, center; others unknown
Circa early 1960s

LGPH0222
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT FUNCTION FOR THE 100TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION
L-R: Nelson Rockefeller, Adlai Stevenson, Thurgood Marshall, Mahalia Jackson
10/04/1962- Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D.C.
Photographer: Jet Magazine

LGPH0223
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE AT CONSTITUTION HALL
View of Jackson and audience taken from balcony
03/24/1960- Constitution Hall, Washington D.C.
LGPH0224
MAHALIA JACKSON IN CONCERT, BACK TO CAMERA
Picture taken from behind the orchestra, with a view of the audience
Circa 1960- Uline Arena, Washington D.C.
Photographer: Ellsworth Davis

LGPH0225
MAHALIA JACKSON GREETED BY FRENCH AMBASSADOR AND OTHERS
L-R, standing: Ambassador Hervé Alphand, Mrs. (Claude Raynaud) Alphand, Mrs. Chester (Dorothy Stebbins) Bowles. Seated, Mahalia Jackson.
Circa 1965- Washington D.C. ?
Photographer: Vernon Smith for CBS

LGPH0226
PRESIDENT AND MRS. EISENHOWER WITH OTHERS AT GOP FUNDRAISER
L-R: Mamie Eisenhower, Vivian Della Chiessa, President Dwight Eisenhower, Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., Emily Sears Lodge.
04/1960- Uline Arena, Washington D.C.
(dupe of LGPH0112?)
LGPH0227
SENATOR (LATER VICE PRESIDENT) AND MRS. HUMPHREY
L-R: Hubert and Muriel Humphrey

LGPH0228
MAHALIA JACKSON SHAKING HANDS WITH SENATOR DOUGLAS
Paul Douglas, Mahalia Jackson
03/28/1961 - Bowles' Georgetown Home, Washington D.C.

LGPH0229
MAHALIA JACKSON SEATED FOR VOICE OF AMERICA RADIO SHOW
L-R: Stuart Finley, Voice of America Host, Mahalia Jackson, Alma Hawkins, President of the National United Church Ushers Association of America.
07/1960 - Washington D.C.
Photographer: Ellsworth Davis for Ebony
LGPH0230
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH AMBASSADOR BOWLES AND OTHERS
L-R: unknown, Mildred Falls, unknown (mostly obscured) Mahalia Jackson, Chester Bowles, Dean Acheson
Photographer: Vernon Smith for CBS

LGPH0231
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH REPRESENTATIVE ADAM CLAYTON POWELL AND MRS. BOWLES
L-R: Adam Clayton Powell, Mahalia Jackson, Mrs. Chester (Dorothy Stebbins) Bowles

LGPH0232
BOWLES' BON VOYAGE PARTY FOR MAHALIA PRIOR TO HER OVERSEAS TOUR
Hubert Humphrey, unknown, Chester Bowles
03/28/1961- Bowles' Georgetown Home, Washington D.C.
Photographer: Vernon Smith
LGPH0233
REHEARSING FOR PRESIDENT ELECT JOHN F. KENNEDY'S INAUGURAL GALA
Onstage is Frank Sinatra, speaking to Bette Davis, offstage at center with large bracelet; Dean Martin? left of Davis, others unknown
01/19?/1961- National Armory?, Washington D.C.
Photographer: Don Hunstein for CBS

LGPH0234
UNKNOWN FEMALE STAR IN SEQUINED ENSEMBLE
(Leontyne Price???)
12/1966-Hollywood, California
Photographer: Cliff Riddle

LGPH0235
MAHALIA JACKSON ON SET OF ST. LOUIS BLUES
L-R: Juan Hernandez, Mahalia Jackson
10/24/1957- Set of St. Louis Blues Movie
LGPH0236
MAHALIA JACKSON ON SET OF ST. LOUIS BLUES
L-R: Eartha Kitt, Mahalia Jackson, unknown
10/25/1957- Set of St. Louis Blues Movie

LGPH0237
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE ACCEPTING AWARD FROM CLASS OF 1962 HIGH SCHOOL VALEDICTORIAN
L-R: Mahalia Jackson, Female Valedictorian, School Principal?, stage full of graduates
06/20/1962- Burnside High School, Chicago, Illinois

LGPH0238
PLAQUE PRESENTED TO MAHALIA JACKSON BY BURNSIDE HIGH SCHOOL
Close up, inscription legible
06/20/1962- Burnside High School, Chicago, Illinois
SEE: LGPH0237
LGPH0239
ROBERT KENNEDY, SEATED WITH SERIOUS EXPRESSION
07/26/1959- Wide World Photo
( Photo featured on cover of Negro Digest on 08/1961)

LGPH0240
MAHALIA JACKSON PROPPED UP IN HOSPITAL BED
WRITING LYRICS ON ONWARD PRESIDENT JOHNSON SHEET MUSIC
10/02/1965- Isaac Sutton for Ebony-Jet
(photo featured in Jet on 10/15/1964)

LGPH0241
ARETHA FRANKLIN SINGING AT THE CHICAGO RALLY
FOR SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
Aretha Franklin, at microphone; Mahalia Jackson, seated onstage; Mildred Falls, piano.
05/27/1963- Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: H.A. Martin
LGPH0242
THE CARAVANS
Promo photo
New York
Photographer: James J. Kriegsmann

LGPH0243
MAHALIA JACKSON LEANING OVER TABLE TO SPEAK WITH HELEN MAYBELL
10/10/1970-Mahalia Jackson Foundation Fashion Show

LGPH0244
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE AS HONORED CITIZEN, GIVEN KEYS TO KANSAS CITY?*
L-R: Mahalia Jackson, Edward Robinson, Louise Overall Weaver, Mayor Harold Roe Bartle
08/13/1962?-Kansas City Municipal Auditorium, Missouri
Photographer: Fambrough Foto
(description in shorthand on photo reverse)
LGPH0245
MAHALIA JACKSON RECEIVING AWARD FROM THE
MAYOR OF LOS ANGELES
L-R: Mayor Sam Yorty, Mahalia Jackson
(inscribed to Jackson from Mayor Yorty)
Circa 1967- City Council, Los Angeles, California

LGPH0246
MAHALIA JACKSON LIKELY PLANNING FOR ONE OF HER
MANY FUNDRAISER CONCERTS FOR CIVIL RIGHTS
(Note: "Join the Fight for your Freedom! With Mahalia Jackson" poster
on table)
L-R: Wyatt Walker, Chauncey Eskridge, Mahalia Jackson
Circa 1967

LGPH0247
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE AT CHICAGO FREEDOM
RALLY AND MARCH
Mahalia Jackson at microphone, unknown man holding umbrella over
her, piano and others in background
07/10/1966- Soldier Field, Chicago, Illinois
LGPH0248
MARLON BRANDO AT A CIVIL RIGHTS RALLY
1963
Photographer: John R. Hamilton, Globe photos

LGPH0249
REVEREND DR. AND MRS. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. WITH HUBERT HUMPHREY
L-R: Hubert Humphrey, Coretta Scott King, Martin Luther King, Jr.
Circa 1965
Photographer: George West

LGPH0250
REV AND MRS. RALPH ABERNATHY GESTURING TOWARD WALL OF PHOTOS FEATURING DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
L-R: Ralph Abernathy, Juanita Abernathy, young man with face obscured.
Circa 1965- Abernathy Home in Montgomery, Alabama?
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 219
LGPH0251
GROUP SINGING WITH LINKED HANDS DURING PEACEFUL CIVIL RIGHTS PROTEST
L-R: unknown, unknown, Robert Culp, Reverend Willie T. Barrow, Reverend Jesse Jackson, Reverend Ralph Abernathy
Circa 1965
Photographer: Norman L. Hunter for Jet

LGPH0252
MAHALIA JACKSON AND DR. KING ONSTAGE WITH OTHERS
L-R: Sidney Poitier, Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Harry Belafonte, Mahalia Jackson, Dick Gregory, Esther Marrow, Al Raby
1966- Chicago Freedom Festival

LGPH0253
AUTHOR JAMES BALDWIN ACCEPTING ALUMUS OF THE YEAR AWARD FROM HIS ALMA MATER
L-R: Calvin Alston (presenting award), James Baldwin
07/11/1963- Frederick Douglass High School, New York City
Photographer: Jet Magazine
LGPH0254
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH ED SULLIVAN AND CATHOLIC CLERGYMEN
L-R: Ed Sullivan, Mahalia Jackson, Archbishop John Cody?, unknown, unknown
Circa 1960

LGPH0255
WILLIAM MARSHALL AS KING DICK IN LYDIA BAILEY
Photo inscribed to Mahalia Jackson
Circa 1952

LGPH0256
FRANK SINATRA AND PETER LAWFORD OUTSIDE THE SANDS CASINO
L-R: Sinatra, Lawford
Circa 1960- Las Vegas, Nevada
LGPH0257
PAT BOONE PURCHASING RKO PALACE WORLD PREMIERE* BENEFIT TICKETS TO THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK FROM UN GUIDES
L-R: Ann Jeffries, Greta Wheeler, Pat Boone
Circa 1959
(*premiered March 18, 1959 at RKO Palace Theatre)

LGPH0258
ARTHUR GODFREY OF CBS
Headshot
Circa 1956

LGPH0259
MAHALIA JACKSON CLASPING HANDS WITH ROBERT Q. LEWIS
09/01/1954- Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, Illinois
(LGPH0065 related)
LGPH0260
ARMIN H. MEYER, CAREER DIPLOMAT
Circa 1972

LGPH0261
LAURRAINE GOREAU
Smiling, close-up

LGPH0262
MAHALIA JACKSON CONFERRING WITH THE GYALMO (QUEEN) OF SIKKIM AND OTHERS
L-R: Hope Cooke (the Gyalmo), Mahalia Jackson, unknown, unknown
1971-Kolkata (Calcutta), India
LGPH0263
AUNT HANNAH, CLOSE-UP
Mahalia Jackson's Aunt

LGPH0264
MAHALIA JACKSON AT USIS DINNER PARTY
L-R: Mahalia Jackson, Dipak Shah, Mrs. Shah, Mrs. Arnold C. Hanson, Mrs. T. Hitomi. Others in background not identified
05/06-09/1971- Mumbai (Bombay), India
Photographer: Homi Jal for USIS Bombay

LGPH0265
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT RECEPTION GIVEN IN HER HONOR
Mahalia Jackson, shaking hands with sitar player Deba Brata Chaudhuri.
05/02/1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: I.D. Beri for USIS India
LGPH0266
MAHALIA JACKSON AND ENTOURAGE AT THE
KAPALEESWARAR TEMPLE (2 copies)
Laurraine Goreau (sunglasses), Mahalia Jackson, Gwen Lightner, group
of children and others gathered around.
1971-Maylapore, Chennai (Madras), India
Photographer: USIS India

LGPH0267
MAHALIA JACKSON WELCOMED BY THE MADRAS
MUSICAL ASSOCIATION WITH FLORAL GARLAND
Maithreyi Ramadurai (secretary of MMA), Mahalia Jackson
05/04/1971- Chennai (Madras), India

LGPH0268
MAHALIA JACKSON INTRODUCED TO GATT QUARTET
MEMBER BY DIRECTOR OF ALL INDIA RADIO
L-R: Dr. Samuel Grubb of the GATT Quartet, Handel Manuel of All
India Radio, Mrs. George Henry (wife of the consulates' #2 official),
Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
1971- India
LGPH0269
MAHALIA JACKSON RECEIVING BEADED GARLAND AFTER CONCERT
Mahalia Jackson, Visalakshi Nedunchezian
05/05/1971- Madras Music Academy Auditorium, Chennai (Madras)

LGPH0270
MAHALIA JACKSON (?) ON TELEPHONE IN NIGHTGOWN
Circa 1970

LGPH0271
IKE HOCKENHULL OBSERVING HORSE RACES WITH BINOCULARS
LGPH0272
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE HOLDING PORTRAIT OF DR. KING DURING A TRIBUTE SERVICE
Mahalia Jackson and Richard "Dick" Yancey, holding portrait
Easter Sunday, 04/18/1968-Los Angeles Forum 8
Photographer: Oliver H. Muldrew, Jr.

LGPH0273
MAHALIA JACKSON "CHRISTMAS SHOT" (3 Copies)
Singing in choir robe with star of Bethlehem scene behind her
12/08/1959

LGPH0274
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH GROUP OF CHILDREN HOLDING "FESTIVAL OF STARS" POSTER
1968- Chicago, Illinois (outside her home?)
LGPH0275
MAHALIA JACKSON AND GROUP PREPPING FOR DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. PRESENTATION
L-R: unknown, unknown, Mahalia Jackson, Margaret Aikens Jenkins, Celeste Scott, unknown
Chicago, Illinois

LGPH0276
MAHALIA JACKSON SHAKING HANDS WITH MUSIC CRITIC HISAUMITSU NOGUCHI
Mahalia Jackson, Hisamitsu Noguchi, several other Japanese fans
1971-Tokyo, Japan

LGPH0277
MAHALIA JACKSON PRAYING (?) WITH OTHERS
L-R: John H. Johnson (Publisher of Ebony/Jet), Mahalia Jackson, Reverend Ralph Abernathy
04/1963? – Chicago, Illinois?
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony(?)
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 348, (see related LGPH0278)
LGPH0278
MAHALIA JACKSON IN CONVERSATION WITH REVEREND RALPH ABERNATHY
04/1963? – Chicago, Illinois?
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 348, (see related LGPH0277)

LGPH0279
MAHALIA JACKSON EMBRACING H. ANDERSON AND REV. ABERNATHY AS THEY SHAKE HANDS
L-R: H. Anderson, Mahalia Jackson, Rev. Ralph Abernathy
1968??
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony

LGPH0280
MAHALIA JACKSON BEAMING, UPON ARRIVAL TO TOKYO
Close-up
04/1971- Tokyo, Japan
LGPH0281
MAHALIA JACKSON SEATED WITH THE MAYOR OF CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS
L-R: Mayor D. Blaney Miller, Mahalia Jackson. Inscribed to Jackson from Mayor Miller and his wife Bette
08/19/1963

LGPH0282
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE WITH RED SKELTON
1963
SEE: Just Mahalia, Baby, page 243
Dupe of LGPH0105?

LGPH0283
JOHN H. JOHNSON, SEATED
(headshot)
Owner of Johnson Publishing (Ebony, Jet, etc.)
LGPH0284
MRS. EUNICE JOHNSON WEARING WHITE FEATHERED WIG WITH EBONY MAGAZINES ON DISPLAY BEHIND HER
Wife of John H. Johnson, head of Johnson Publishing (Ebony, Jet, etc.)

LGPH0285
MAHALIA JACKSON OBSERVING ELEPHANT DURING HER INDIAN TOUR
Mahalia Jackson, elephant handler, several unknown men
1971- On the road to the Taj Mahal, India
Photographer: R.N. Khanna

LGPH0286
MAHALIA JACKSON, WALKING ALONGSIDE ELEPHANT WITH USIS FILM CREW
Gwen Lightner, USIS crew, Mahalia Jackson, elephant handler
1971- On the road to the Taj Mahal, India
Photographer: R.N. Khanna
LGPH0287
MAHALIA JACKSON, EMBRACING SHY CHILD IN INDIA
Several children, USIS crew, Mahalia Jackson, Laurraine Goreau, Gwen Lightner
1971- On the road to the Taj Mahal, India
Photographer: R.N. Khanna

LGPH0288
MAHALIA JACKSON AT THE TAJ MAHAL
1971- Agra, India
Photographer: R.N. Khanna

LGPH0289
MAHALIA JACKSON DISEMBARKING PLANE IN DELHI
Mahalia Jackson, greeted by Dan Oleksiw a Country Affairs Officer for USIS, flight crew.
1971- Delhi, India
Photographer: C.P. Gajarag for USIS
LGPH0290
MAHALIA JACKSON BEING GREETED BY AMBASSADOR KEATING
Ambassador Kenneth B. Keating, Mahalia Jackson
04/30/1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: R.N. Khanna for USIS

LGPH0291
GWEN LIGHTNER BEING GREETED BY AMBASSADOR KEATING
L-R: Ambassador Kenneth B. Keating, Mahalia Jackson, Gwen Lightner, unknown
04/30/1971- New Delhi
Photographer: R.N. Khanna for USIS

LGPH0292
MAHALIA JACKSON BEING GARLANDED BY YOUNG INDIAN WOMAN
L-R: unknown, Ambassador Kenneth B. Keating, Mahalia Jackson
04/30/1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: R.N. Khanna for USIS
LGPH0293
MAHALIA JACKSON BEING INTERVIEWED FOR ALL-INDIA TELEVISION
Interviewer, Mahalia Jackson
1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: R.N. Khanna

LGPH0294
MAHALIA JACKSON, CLOSE-UP DURING ALL-INDIA TELEVISION INTERVIEW
1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: R.N. Khanna

LGPH0295
MAHALIA JACKSON BEING INTERVIEWED FOR ALL-INDIA TELEVISION
Interviewer, Mahalia Jackson, unknown
1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: R.N. Khanna
LGPH0296
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT RECEPTION GIVEN IN HER HONOR
Mahalia Jackson, shaking hands with India's Chief of Army Staff, General S.H.F.J. Manekshaw, U.S. Deputy Chief of Mission, Galen Stone, providing introduction. Gwen Lightner is in background at right. 05/02/1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: I.D. Beri for USIS India

LGPH0297
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT RECEPTION GIVEN IN HER HONOR
Mahalia Jackson, shaking hands with sitar player Deba Brata Chaudhuri. 05/02/1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: I.D. Beri for USIS India
Dupe of LGPH0265?

LGPH0298
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT RECEPTION GIVEN IN HER HONOR
Mahalia Jackson, shaking hands with Indrani Rahman, an Indian dancer, Ambassador Kenneth B. Keating, Gwen Lightner 05/02/1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: I.D. Beri for USIS India
LGPH0299
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT RECEPTION GIVEN
IN HER HONOR
L-R: Indian singer Siddheshwari Devi, unknown, Ambassador Kenneth
B. Keating, Mahalia Jackson, Gwen Lightner
05/02/1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: I.D. Beri for USIS India

LGPH0300
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT RECEPTION GIVEN
IN HER HONOR
Siddhartha Shankar Ray (Minister of Education), Ambassador Kenneth
B. Keating, Mahalia Jackson, Gwen Lightner.
05/01/1971- New Delhi, India
Photographer: I.D. Beri for USIS India

LGPH0301
INDIAN PRIME MINISTER AND OTHERS IN AUDIENCE AT
MAHALIA JACKSON CONCERT
Padmaja Naidu, unknown, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, Ambassador
Kenneth B. Keating
05/02/1971- Vigyan Bhavan Convention Center, New Delhi
Photographer: R.N. Khanna for USIS India
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 506
LGPH0302
MAHALIA JACKSON BACKSTAGE WITH INDIAN PRIME MINISTER
Mahalia Jackson, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, Ambassador Kenneth B. Keating
05/02/1971- Vigyan Bhavan Convention Center, New Delhi
Photographer: I.D. Beri for USIS India
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 506

LGPH0303
INDIAN PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI AND OTHERS LISTENING TO MAHALIA JACKSON ENCORE
Padmaja Naidu, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, Ambassador Kenneth B. Keating, General S.H.F.J. Manekshaw
05/02/1971- Vigyan Bhavan Convention Center, New Delhi
Photographer: R.N. Khanna for USIS India
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 506

LGPH0304
MAHALIA JACKSON RECEIVING BOUQUETS ONSTAGE AFTER CONCERT
Five women bearing flowers, Mahalia Jackson
05/02/1971- Vigyan Bhavan Convention Center, New Delhi
Photographer: R.N. Khanna for USIS India
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 506
LGPH0305
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE IN INDIA
Mahalia Jackson, concert audience
05/02/1971- Vigyan Bhavan Convention Center, New Delhi
Photographer: I.D. Beri for USIS India

LGPH0306
MAHALIA JACKSON PERFORMING FOR FILM CREW
MAKING DOCUMENTARY OF HER TRIP TO INDIA (2 Copies)
Mahalia Jackson, Charles Clency (organ), several film crew members
05/06-09/1971- Rajkamel Studio, Mumbai (Bombay) India
Photographer: Homi Jal for USIS

LGPH0307
MAHALIA JACKSON IN THE STUDIO ON INDIAN TOUR
L-R: Charles Clency (organ), Usha Iyer (India's top pop singer), Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
05/06-09/1971- Mumbai (Bombay) India
Photographer: Homi Jal for USIS
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 375
DUPE of LGPH0178?
LGPH0308
MAHALIA JACKSON PERFORMING IN INDIA (2 copies)
Mahalia Jackson, partial view of capacity audience
05/06-09/1971- St. Thomas' Cathedral, Mumbai (Bombay)
Photographer: Homi Jal for USIS

LGPH0309
MAHALIA JACKSON AT PRESS CONFERENCE IN INDIA
(photo and negative)
L-R from lamp: Gwen Lightner, Lady Jerhai Mody, Mahalia Jackson, Laurraine Goreau. Several journalists surround the group.
1971- Mumbai, (Bombay) India
Photographer: Homi Jal
Dupe of LGPH0075?

LGPH0310
MAHALIA JACKSON DURING HER VISIT WITH THE
GYALMO AND OTHERS
Mahalia Jackson, unknown man, (Gyalmo, Hope Cooke not in picture)
04/1971- Home of Consul General Herbert Gordon,(Calcutta) Kolkata
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby Page, 507
LGPH0311
MAHALIA JACKSON DURING HER VISIT WITH THE GYALMO AND OTHERS
Japanese Consul General H. Kabayashi, Mahalia Jackson, Swami Nityaswarupananda, Mrs. Kabayashi (Gyalmo, Hope Cooke not in picture)
04/1971- Home of Consul General Herbert Gordon,(Calcutta) Kolkata
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby Page, 507

LGPH0312
MAHALIA JACKSON SOCIALIZING IN INDIA
Unknown, Mahalia Jackson, unknown
1971
Photographer: USIS India

LGPH0313
MAHALIA JACKSON AND USHA IYER EXAMINING EACH OTHERS RECORDS AT USIS DINNER PARTY
L-R: Jackson, Iyer
1971- India
Photographer: Homi Jal for USIS
(Dupe of LGPH0134?)
LGPH0314
MAHALIA JACKSON SHOPPING IN INDIA (2 copies)
L-R: shopkeeper, Mahalia Jackson, Laurraine Goreau, Gwen Lightner
05/06-09/1971- Mumbai (Bombay) India
Photographer: USIS India

LGPH0315
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT DINNER PARTY
HOSTED BY USIS DIRECTOR (2 Copies)
L-R: Mahalia Jackson, Mrs. Coomy Wadia (Conductor of Paranjoti
Chorus), S.P. Kotwal (Chief Justice of Maharashtra State), Arnold C.
Hanson (USIS Director).
05/06-09/1971- Homi Jal for USIS
Photographer: USIS India

LGPH0316
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT DINNER PARTY
HOSTED BY USIS DIRECTOR
L-R: Mahalia Jackson, Dipak Shah, Mrs. Shah, Mrs. Arnold C. Hanson,
Mrs. T. Hitomi. Others in background not identified
05/06-09/1971- Mumbai (Bombay), India
Photographer: Homi Jal for USIS Bombay
(DUPE of LGPH0264?)
LGPH0317
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS AT DINNER PARTY HOSTED BY USIS DIRECTOR
Mahalia Jackson and Usha Iyer, seated on couch. Dipak Shah (standing closest to Iyer), USIS Director Arnold C. Hanson (bowtie), Mr. and Mrs. E.S. Modak, shaking hands with Jackson and Iyer.
05/06-09/1971- Mumbai (Bombay), India
Photographer: Homi Jal for USIS Bombay

LGPH0318
SILVER DOVE AWARD
Close-up, Mahalia Jackson was the recipient
1971- Awarded in Monaco
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 504

LGPH0319
AUDIENCE AT MAHALIA JACKSON CONCERT IN MADRAS
First Row, L-R: Counsel General Stephen E. Palmer, V.R. Nedunchezhiyan, (Minister for Education), Visalakshi Nedunchezian, Mrs. Stephen E. Palmer, C. Achutha Menon. Second Row, center, the Russian and Japanese Consuls General
05/05/1971- Madras Music Academy Auditorium, Chennai (Madras)
Photographer: C.P. Gajaraj
LGPH0320
AUDIENCE AT MAHALIA JACKSON CONCERT IN MADRAS
First Row, L-R: Counsel General Stephen E. Palmer, V.R. Nedunchezhiyan, (Minister for Education), Visalakshi Nedunchezhiyan, Mrs. Stephen E. Palmer, C. Achutha Menon. Second Row, center, the Russian and Japanese Consuls General
05/05/1971- Madras Music Academy Auditorium, Chennai (Madras)
Photographer: USIS India

LGPH0321
MAHALIA JACKSON RECEIVING BEADED GARLAND AFTER CONCERT (2 copies)
Mahalia Jackson, Visalakshi Nedunchezhiyan
05/05/1971- Madras Music Academy Auditorium, Chennai (Madras)
(Dupe of LGPH0269?)

LGPH0322
MAHALIA JACKSON GREETED BY MADRAS MUSICAL ASSOCIATION (2 Copies)
05/04/1971- Chennai (Madras)
LGPH0323
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH PRINCESS GRACE OF MONACO
(8x10 plus 7 smaller copies)
1968- Palace Garden, Monaco
Photographer: G. Lukomski
SEE: Just Mahlia Baby, Page 504

LGPH0324
LAURRAINE GOREAU, CLOSE-UP
Smiling, profile view

LGPH0325
MAHALIA JACKSON GREETED BY GOVERNOR AS SHE ARRIVES FOR CONCERT BENEFITING SOUTH SIDE BOYS CENTER
Minnesota Governor Wendell Anderson, Mahalia Jackson
June 1971-Minneapolis, Minnesota
LGPH0326
Mahalia Jackson and producer of "Salute to black women" concert
Mary Ann Hooper, Mahalia Jackson, unknown
11/08/1969- Lincoln Center Philharmonic Hall, New York City

LGPH0327
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE FOR A "SALUTE TO BLACK WOMEN" CONCERT
L-R: Gwen Lightner (piano), Mahalia Jackson
11/08/1969- Lincoln Center Philharmonic Hall, New York City

LGPH0328
CONCERT HALL AUDIENCE AND STAGE AS SEEN FROM UPPER BALCONY
Circa 1965-Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Duane Hall for the Chicago Sun-Times
LGPH0329
MAHALIA JACKSON KNEELING IN PRAYER AT HER BEDSIDE
At her Chicago Home?
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony/Jet

LGPH0330
MAHALIA JACKSON IN APRON, COOKING
Circa 1961- Her Chicago home
Photographer: Myron Davis

LGPH0331
BOWLES' BON VOYAGE PARTY FOR MAHALIA PRIOR TO HER OVERSEAS TOUR
Hazel Scott Powell, Adam Clayton Powell, Mahalia Jackson, Chester Bowles
03/28/1961- Bowles' Georgetown Home, Washington D.C.
Photographer: Ellsworth Davis for Ebony/Jet
LGPH0332
MAHALIA JACKSON ARRIVING IN JAPAN
L-R: Laurraine Goreau, Mahalia Jackson
Easter 1971- Japan

LGPH0333
MAHALIA JACKSON TRYING ON HATS (1)
06/12/1969- Atlantic Hotel (?), Hamburg, Germany
Photographer: Gerhard Schluseneck

LGPH0334
MAHALIA JACKSON TRYING ON HATS (2)
06/12/1969- Atlantic Hotel (?), Hamburg, Germany
Photographer: Gerhard Schluseneck
LGPH0335
MAHALIA JACKSON TRYING ON HATS (3)
06/12/1969- Atlantic Hotel (?), Hamburg, Germany
Photographer: Gerhard Schluseneck

LGPH0336
MAHALIA JACKSON TRYING ON HATS (4)
06/12/1969- Atlantic Hotel (?), Hamburg, Germany
Photographer: Gerhard Schluseneck

LGPH0337
MAHALIA JACKSON DRINKING FROM GLASS
Close-up
05/1961- Copenhagen, Denmark
Photographer: Asger Sessingo
LGPH0338
MAHALIA JACKSON AT LINCOLN COLLEGE TO RECEIVE HONORARY DOCTORATE
Second from left, College President Raymond Dooley (glasses), Governor Otto Kerner (in suit), Mahalia Jackson, Ralph Newman (next to Jackson, glasses and moustache)
10/1963*- Lincoln College, Chicago
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony/Jet
*Although reverse dates as 02/1967, all other sources document the 1963 date. Related picture ran in Jet Magazine on 10/17/1963
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 361

LGPH0339
MINTERS GALLOWAY AND HIS COMBO DURING FILMING OF "WILL SUCCESS SPOIL ROCK HUNTER"
Galloway (flute), three other unknown musicians
1957

LGPH0340
MAHALIA JACKSON AND HUSBAND SEATED ON VERANDA
Mahalia Jackson, Minters Sigmund Galloway
Circa 1965- Jackson's Chicago Home
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony/Jet
LGPH0341
MAHALIA JACKson AND HER HUSBAND DRESSED FOR EVENING
Minters Sigmund Galloway, Mahalia Jackson
10/1965- Chicago, Illinois
Photographer: Rhoden's Photo and Press Service

LGPH0342
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH EX-HUSBAND AT COLUMBIA PRESS CONFERENCE ANNOUNCE THEY WILL REMARRY
Minters Sigmund Galloway, Mahalia Jackson
11/1968- Hilton Hotel, New York City
Photographer: Don Hunstein for CBS Records
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, page 376

LGPH0343
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH OTHERS IN PARIS (contact sheet)
Group Photos: (IDs from frame 12) Mezz Mezzrow (bald, glasses), Mahalia Jackson, Hughes Pannassié (bowtie), Louis Mindling (dark coat, bottom right), Mildred Falls (far right, standing), others unknown.
Concert Photos: Mahalia Jackson and Mildred Falls (piano)
Circa 1961- Olympia Theatre, Paris, France
Photographer: E.A. Wiggins
LGPH0344
MAHALIA JACKSON GROUP PHOTO
L-R: Era Bell Thompson, Mahalia Jackson, Reverend Willa Saunders Jones, Mrs. J.H. Jackson
Circa 1960

LGPH0345
MAHALIA JACKSON POSING FOR PHOTO DURING CHERRY BLOSSOM SEASON SIGHTSEEING (2 copies)
Mahalia Jackson, Laurraine Goreau (back to camera, taking her own photo
1971- Kyoto, Japan
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 507

LGPH0346
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS IN RECORDING STUDIO
L-R: Laurraine Goreau, Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
1971- Japan?
(2 copies)
LGPH0347
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS IN RECORDING STUDIO
L-R: Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
1971- Japan?

LGPH0348
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS IN RECORDING STUDIO
L-R: Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
1971- Japan?

LGPH0349
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS IN RECORDING STUDIO
L-R: Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
1971- Japan?
LGPH0350
MAHALIA JACKSON AND OTHERS IN RECORDING STUDIO
L-R: Laurraine Goreau, Gwen Lightner, Mahalia Jackson
1971- Japan?

OVERSIZE

LGOPH01
LAURRAINE GOREAU AND OTHERS (EXAMINING PHOTOS OF MAHALIA JACKSON?)
L-R: Unidentified (possibly Aunt Hannah?), Laurraine Goreau, Cecile Taylor, others unidentified (possibly other Jackson relatives?)
New Orleans
Photographer: Johnny Donnels Studio
LGOPH02
MAHALIA JACKSON PRESENTING BIRTHDAY GIFT TO PRESIDENT EISENHOWER
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Mahalia Jackson
1959- Washington D.C.
Photographer: Ollie Atkins, Washington Photographer for the Saturday Evening Post
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 377
(LGPH0129, print of the same)

LGOPH03
MAHALIA JACKSON REHEARSING WITH THE JACK HALLORAN QUARTET
L-R: Mahalia Jackson, Mildred Falls, William Kanady (baritone), Jack Halloran (tenor), Robert Tebow (bass), William Cole (tenor)
10/22/1954
Photographer: Myron Davis for LIFE Magazine

LGOPH04
MAHALIA JACKSON IN EVENING ATTIRE WITH HOWARD V. PHALIN
(Phalin previously chairman of DePaul University, CEO of Field Entertainments Educational Corporation)
Circa 1970- Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago, Illinois
LGOPH05
CARL SANDBURG IN DISCUSSION WITH MAHALIA JACKSON
(LGPH0106, prints of the same image)

LGOPH06
MAHALIA JACKSON EXAMINING BOOK WITH REV. DR. JOHN THURSTON
Circa 1960
Photographer: David Jackson for Ebony

LGOPH07
ISAAC "IKE" HOCKENHULL HOLDING REINS OF RACEHORSE HE OWNED(?)*
10/01/1954- Hawthorne Race Course, Cicero, Illinois
Photographer: C. Schultz Fotos
*See descriptive information on the photo
LGOPH08
MAHALIA JACKSON SEATED AT DINNER EVENT
Jackson profile view, eyes closed, unknown clergyman, others obscured
Circa 1960

LGOPH09
MAHALIA JACKSON SEATED AT DINNER EVENT
Jackson smiling, facing camera, unknown clergyman, others obscured
Circa 1960

LGOPH10
MAHALIA JACKSON SINGING AT PULPIT
Close-up
Circa 1965
LGOPH11
MAHALIA JACKSON AT LINCOLN COLLEGE TO RECEIVE HONORARY DOCTORATE
L-R: Ralph Newman, Mahalia Jackson, Governor Otto Kerner, College President Raymond Dooley
09/29/1963- Lincoln College, Chicago
Photographer: Isaac Sutton for Ebony/Jet?
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 361

LGOPH12
MAHALIA JACKSON WITH OTHERS IN PARIS
L-R: Mezz Mezzrow, Billy Strayhorn, Mahalia Jackson, unknown couple (friends of Strayhorn), Mildred Falls
1961- Olympia Theatre, Paris, France
Photographer: E.A. Wiggins
See Related Photo: LGPH0343

LGOPH13
MAHALIA JACKSON ONSTAGE WITH THE SELAH JUBILEE SINGERS/QUARTET
Mahalia Jackson, center. Possible Selah Members: Thermon Ruth, Alden ("Allen") Bunn, Junius Parker, Melvin Coldten, William "Highpockets" Langford (lead vocals), Theodore Harris (baritone) and Jimmy Gorham (bass)
Circa 1952- possibly at the National Gospel Train Extravaganza
SEE: Just Mahalia Baby, Page 158